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This issue holds several thoughts about "policy" - ideas for forming a morris team and once 
established, keeping that team going against other attractions and life changes, performing at 
events and how to make yourselves popular with organisers! As usual, I should add that the 
views expressed in articles herein do not necessarily reflect those of the editor. 

I must be one of many who have noted that sadly this was the year of the obituary in the morris 
world (Rev Loveless and Lionel Bacon being the notable ones) - but on the bright side this was 
the year that in the UK. instead of losing May Day morris we got two doses - some celebrated 
on May 1st as usual and others held events on the public holiday for VE. Day, May 8th. It was 
the first year I had attended the Jack in the Green festival at Hastings and the start of the 
Procession was something I shan't forget. All those drums! The occupant of the Green Man must 
have been very very hot , as well as deafened. I'd love to know what visiting tourists made of it 
all - it would have seemed such a wonderful traditional event ( and yet we all know it's quite 
recent I) 

Morris Matters is published twice a year (January and July) by Beth Neill, 36 Foxbwy Road, 
Bromley, Kent BRJ 4DQ, with production assistance from Steve Poole. Any offers of material 
are very welcome - copy dates 30th November and May respectively. Annual subscriptions are 
£5 in the EC; £7 outside EC area. 
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Morns rrom Scratch 

In May 1994 Stony Stratford Festival 350 was staged over a period of 17 days to celebrate the fact that 350 
years ago , one of the final skirmishes of the English Civil War was fought in the High Street in Stony 
Stratford . The whole event was to culminate in a 3 day muster of the Sealed Knot over the May Bank 
Holiday . The festival offered arts, crafts, music, dance, drama and education, with the people of the town 
taking every opportunity to dress up as either a Puritan or a Royalist. The first weekend was devoted to 
childrens events, the second to Morris Dancing and the third to Sealed Knot entertainment. 

A committee of local people was formed to organise the festival, including Vicki Shakeshaft, Sue Goodchild 
and Dave Tompsett, whose brief it was to involve as many morris sides and local people as possible in a 
dance weekend . Morris teams from all over the country were therefore invited to join our local teams and the 
Stony Stratford Mummers who adapted their winter play to a May Play for the event. The weekend was also 
to include a scratch morris competition. In the early planning stages of Festival 350 the idea was conceived 
that a challenge should be issued to the townsfolk of Stony Stratford inviting them to participate in a "Morris 
from Scratch" event. Teams were to be formed by those who had never danced the morris and a competition 
held for a trophy. The teams were to have minimal instruction from Vicki (Old Mother Redcaps), Sue 
(Windsor Morris) and some team members from Stony Stratford Morris . From this they were to develop 
their dance and devise their costume . So the challenge had been set. 

The Saturday dawned grey and murky with an intermittent drizzle (Ed - these descriptions are rather mild 
statements of the weather that day - I was there with one of the visiting teams!) , but, undeterred, the 
Mummers and visiting teams (Sgt. Musgraves Dance, Berkshire Bedlams, Old Palace Clog, Bucknell, 
Windsor Morris, Hot Taps, Stony Stratford, Liddington Hall and the Lads of Richmond Hill) all met to 
process down the High Street and to the Market Square. 

A welcome speech was given by Lady Rima Scott , chair of Bucks Regional Dance Council, the Mummers 
performed their play and the Declaration of Sports was read out. This document, published about 1644, 
entreated all citizens to take part in various sports and Morris Dancing, to ensure that the populace was fit; 
should war arise they were needed to fight for King and country . The weekend was under wayt 

Meanwhile the intermittent drizzle turned into steady rain and after an hour of dancing in the rain the valiant 
teams retired to the Festival Marquee for the rest of the day with the Lads from the Royal Ballet School 
(a.k.a Richmond Hill) having a splashing time as the water even covered the matting in the marquee! The day 
culminated on the same party note with a ceilidh in the evening given by the Kitchen Girls . Dances were 
called by Bob Adams who also ably assisted us throughout the weekend . 

Fingers and toes were doubly crossed for good weather on the Sunday, as this was the tum of the townsfolk 
to perform . The High Street was to be the venue, to allow as many people as possible to see these original 
performances. However, once again the skies opened! Another quick dash to the marquee for a welcome 
from Rima to open the Sundays festivities. After displays from the remaining visiting teams, workshops were 
held with the Morris sides and the audience all joining in to learn different styles of dance. 

Then came the highlight of the day, the Morris from Scratch teams . What a response I There were 8 teams 
and all had really entered in to the spirit of the day. The costumes were superb and the energy and sheer 
enthusiasm was amazing. The local Childrens Centre dressed as fish and calling themselves, "The 
Rhythmically Challenged Campanological and Wood Clattering Movement Troupe" danced to a version of 
Yellow Submarine . (particularly apt as we were dancing in an inch of water by this time!) There were 
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performances from The Pewry Tans (Puritan costume), the Russlers (masked Border dancers) from Russell First 
School, whose pupils also formed a team, There were two other school teams, a Milton Keynes Borough 
Council group aptly named, "The Concrete Cows" who were the winning team and "Strictly Morris" (reference 
to Strictly Ballroom), the final team who performed an Adderbury Stick dance to the tune of Lads a Bunchum. 

The competition was a great success! The team "Strictly Morris" were so enthused by the dance that they have 
formed a team and are continuing to practise regularly, Their numbers are expanding and their ambition is to 
dance Ilrnington in public this summer (1995) They have already been invited to dance 
with local teams - and most of the team are under 301 

The morris competition also gained new recruits for other local sides and raised the 
profile of morris within the community. What a positive spinoff for such a fun event. 

Vicki Shakeshaft and Sue Goodchild 

another angle 

I had not been a member of Stony Stratford Morris long before I realised that Stony Stratford is a rather special 
kind of town. You quickly begin to appreciate that here, on the outer fringes of the notorious Milton Keynes, 
lives a real community. Every summer, the annual Folk on the Green event attracts thousands, but no camping 
or car park here, these are local townspeople who have simply walked from their homes to sit in the sun, chat 
and listen to the music. Each winter these same people pack their historic High Street to witness the switching 
on of the best Christmas lights I have seen. 

Nevertheless, when I first heard of the Morris from Scratch competition, I was sceptical,. Could this community 
really get together enough teams of people who wanted to learn to dance for the first time? I should have known 
better. There were nine teams interested and would we be prepared to help teach them? So it came about that 
I found myself coaching a team comprising staff of the local Childrens Centre. I went to meet them with some 
trepidation, and with Julian Drury and John Gordon to provide music and moral support I 

Our strategy was to keep it simple and make it fun. It was important that everyone went away from this first 
session having achieved something. Otherwise they would be unlikely to come back and risk public 
embarrassment. We decided on a simplified Adderbury "Lads a Bunchum" stick dance, single stepping 
throughout. 

On that first session the Childrens Centre were joined by another competing team and we were somewhat 
surprised by the number of people there. It quickly became apparent they were enjoying themselves and I went 
home hoarse from trying to be heard over the music, laughter and stick clashing. We abandoned the whole hey 
and substituted a round instead so that everyone could dance, which is just as well because at the next session 
even more people turned up. 

The Childrens Centre needed a theme. Don Allison, who became the Children's Centre's musician, had an idea . 
Let's use the Beatles tune "Yellow Submarine". After some experimenting we found this fitted the dance very 
well., so the theme became fish. I showed them a video of the Boughton Fezheads and eventually they had a plan. 
Plenty of noise, painted faces, preposterous fish-hat costumes, singing while stick-clashing. And let's pelt the 
audience with wet fish shaped sponges at the end of the dance. Why not! They also had a superbly bedecked fool 
and this brave soul gallantly agreed to having a bucket of water poured over his head as a finale. 
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So to the competition itself This was to have been held in the High Street, but torrential rain (see above!) caused 
us to move the event into one of the Festival Skirmish 350 marquees . Seven teams actually took part and with 
fiiends and supporters to cheer them on, the small marquee bustled with an atmosphere which probably would 
not have happened had we been outside . Looking around at the assembled competitors, it was difficult to 
imagine that none of these people had actually danced morris before Most other teams had obviously taken 
authenticity much more seriously than we had and their kit was every bit as good as the real thing, especially the 
two Border teams . The other five entries , including two teams of young children from the local first school , 
danced Cotswold . 

Accuse me of prejudice if you wish, but I expect the simpler style of Border morris lent itself more easily to the 
rather unusual circumstances of this competition than the more complex Cotswold dances . And it was a Border 
team, "The Concrete Cows", comprised of council employees , who were the worthy winners. The Cotswold 
teams all accredited themselves well, one in particular achieving a standard of accuracy of which any morris team 
would be very proud . But by comparison the Cotswold appeared rather quiet and serious . Nobody could accuse 
the Childrens Centre of this! 

Was it all worthwhile? I am in no doubt that it was . At a time when morris badly needs to attract a new 
generation it provided a tremendous opportunity to encourage people to "have a go" and find out for themselves 
what fun it can be. At least two of the scratch teams have decided to carry on dancing and another scratch team 
which never made it to the competition have now made their debut. A lengthy account of the event, with 
interviews and music, was broadcast on BBC Three Counties Radio . But above all, a lot of people had a lot of 
fun. 

The competitive nature of the event gave it a "spice" and purpose which enthused people who would never have 
considered attending a morris workshop. The key to this success was to seek out teams from established groups , 
for example , schools , workplaces, churches or pubs, and we must be very grateful for the behind-the-scenes 
legwork put in by the organisers . 

So is Ston y Stratford so unusual? Could such an idea work elsewhere ? Why not prove it can and try out a 
similar event of your own. 

Dave Barro w 

January 1995 
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Forty -Something Morns 

Intro : 
It is very hard to generalise about something so inherently diverse as morris sides, but the more elderly 

should seek out and consider the lessons that other comparable activity-based clubs have found Our weakness 
is that the morris was fundamentally a peer group activity. But we are facing the issue of generating and 
maintaining a small group to have a very wide age range, with no common link other than the morris and for 
which tradition provides little guide. In the nineteenth century the dancers had other connections and sides 
seldom lasted very long. This century the apparent continuity in sides is often a revitalisation by waves of 
newcomers combined with the regular switching of the nominal leadership under a constant team name. Is this 
really different? 

Image: 
The difficulties can be made worse when the majority of a team is rather self satisfied with their own 

performance standards and probably do not work seriously on maintaining individual skills which will otherwise 
be declining with age. Their experience makes it easy for them to pick up new material and they probably have 
a large and diverse repertoire which is not intensively practised. The style of the social arrangements within the 
club and its outings is dictated by their average personal circumstances, mostly being married with children and 
other significant commitments. Also there are the subtle messages conveyed by body language - the stiff torso, 
timings and effort - which are those of older people and which can be offputting. These signs do not encourage 
younger people. An age gap exists that has to be bridged. Twenty-something aged performers need clear 
instruction on basics, a repertoire that can be grasped, freedom to be enthusiastically involved and with few 
inhibiting reminders of family or other hierarchical authority. 

Integration: 
In my experience beginners of any age are too often seen as a nuisance to the average member, to be 

managed by someone else rather than integrated by everyone. If all the members do not feel a responsibility then 
what hope is there? Most teams have an open door policy for people to join, yet treat them as strangers. Other 
organisations have a welcoming policy and a positive get-to-know approach. So often the newcomer is going 
to be reticent about their difficulties, can be slow to pick up confidence and is told little of what it was all about; 
all issues with which everyone can help, unless they know no better as that was their early experience as well. 
There should be a regular opportunity for a feedback from newcomers. Too frequently it leads to an initial 
second-class membership, with exclusion from some of the repertoire, being asked to watch without being 
instructed about what, and the imposition of rites of passage. It may have been acceptable many years ago when 
there was a belief in a long term commitment and people expected to rise up through the club in skills and 
responsibility, but is hardly appropriate today. Potential members have to be attracted, invited, accepted and 
integrated into a peer group not based on age and which does not provide much support in their private life . 

.. !!, 
\""' •. . . . 
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Ideas 
Traditional groups always appear to have some older members . It gives them respectability and limits 

excesses as well as ensuring continuity and providing a fund of practical advice. They develop and exhibit the 
skills needed for the morris characters that take time to find and are the models for them on which their 
successors will base their interpretations. They should be secure in their position as a resource . Some authorit y 
must exist for essential tasks to be done. There are a number of models for organisations with a minimum of rules 
or none at all. 

Policy: 
For a club to exist is easy, but surviving the founding generation does not happen automatically and it has 

to be planned and worked at. Sides have to be recruiting continuously from the first day and with a clear 
integration policy. Because it is often the club's social aspects that attract outsiders they need to be exposed to 
them and involved as an incentive to join . It should be the team's responsibility to give the newcomer the same 
excitement as they had then they first became involved . The growth of the number of clubs in the last twenty or 
so years means that many older dancers started with a young peer group rather than through joining a long 
established team, yet are offering something different without the necessary experience . 

The growth in size of a club should not be a handicap . It is always possible to form groups within a club 
without splitting, if the club belongs to everybody. There are always the problems in any organisation of 
personality and policy clashes which are thought of as more important than the club. 

The pursuit of excellence appeals primarily to dancers who already have some experience . The difficulty 
of recruiting based on the appeal of the quality of public performance is that it can appear to be so daunting to 
attempt. The standard has to appear to be achievable, so too demanding a morris can be self-defeating in this 
respect oflong term existence . Once there is a decline there are other problems in appearing attractive ; we are 
all aware of teams past their sell-by date . 

Appeal 
To be successful in recruiting, it is my belief that what is offered has to appeal to people in their twenties , 

therefore a team needs to encompass appropriate younger attitudes and a significant gearing to their 
circumstances . Unfortunatel y characteristicall y young behaviour probably does not appeal any longer to many 
older performers, but it has to be accepted . There will be adverse pressure from older spouses . It means more 
than democratic equality, as it has to be biased towards the people who are not yet members . It requires 
tolerance and some sacrifices by the older dancers . It also means that those older , less than fully committed 
members cannot expect equal or preferential treatment unless they have earned the respect implied. 

Roy Dommett © 1994 

Editors Note : This was originally published as a response to correspondence in the Ring publications . It seems 
so relevant - what are other teams doing along these lines? How do teams manage to form groups within the club 
if it gets large? My own team seems now to attract most of our new members from people who are already 
dancers and it does then make it extra difficult for the real novices to feel that they are making progress - the 
others seem to have a head start even if it was dancing in another style - how ever , the complete beginners do 
sometimes have youth on their side! 
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On Performance -
sub-titled , Being the Rambling s of an Old Fart 

The aim of a performance is to put on the best show possible with the dancers available . Any time spent in 
kit before the gig will detract from the initial impact and any time after will "dilute" the effectiveness of the 
dancing itself 

It is usually best to turn up out of kit in time to confirm the correct time of the "spot" , be ready to dance 15 
minutes before the stated time and de-kit as soon as possible after the event. Running off to the bar 
afterwards in full or half kit is an absolute no-no . You will always be judged as a group for the actions and 
utterings of any one person in kit, even by those who know you . If you want to get drunk or let off steam 
about another group or the world in general , change first I Make sure that you bring a suitable jacket ; having 
an immaculate set of hat/ boots / sash/ whatever and then turning up in a rainbow fluorescent dayglo jobbie is 
only a valid option in you all have them (oh , wow , yes please!). 

Most festivals tend to be fairly loose in their organisation, so by turning up a quarter of an hour early, it is 
possible to cover any last minute alterations . It also gives an opportunity for a last minute run through of the 
set and looks professional. Yes , I know that some festival organisers can mange only a fairly flimsy grip on 
events (or even reality) but that is no excuse for us to do the same. It is also possible that you will be faced 
with a steward of limited ability - if faced with a "jobsworth" , use the standard technique of being firm, polite 
but persistent - never lose your rag ; that means they have won . If you are logical and controlled without 
getting angry they will usually back down . If not then just ask for their name, go to a festival organiser and 
see if they can help . 

Never ever pick up all your side's tickets unless that has been specifically agreed. Finding the "information 
office" is not usually a problem , but tracking down one of your dancers through all the pubs in town is not 
quite so easy! 

It ain't really fair to expect your Squire/Bagperson (who is not a personal social secretary) or anyone else to 
sort out camping equipment, lifts, bail, probation officers or other logistical problems for you . Please arrange 
your own transport , times , places and clean kit well in advance of the event. Ask around , it is usually 
possible to sort things out in-house without too many problems . 

Know exactl y in what dances and set positions you are able and confident - being "almost sure" can result in 
more than a modicum of public embarrassment. During a performance the only correct stances for a dancer 
are:-
i) stationary and "frozen" 
ii) dancing correctly 
iii)dancing incorrectl y but in a purposeful manner (don't stop!) 
iv) writhing on the floor and going for the sympathy vote (not really chaps - only jokingl) 

On other words , when standing in set , don't look round , natter away or fidget. At events like ceilidh and 
arena spots this also applies to those standing outside the set , they are still part of the act . If you make a 
cock-up in a dance at least do it in a confident manner - quite often the punters won't even notice . It also 
looks really naff if the dancers and musicians chip in with their little asides and "bon mots" whilst the 
announcer is rabbiting on - that's his job folks . You probabl y won't even be heard clearly and it just looks 
like you are sharing inside jokes - a sure way to alienate the audience . 
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Keep a look out for any opportunities however, if spotted just point out to whoever is "fool" at the time and leave 
it up to their judgement. It may be that a dancer is the only person able to exploit a situation, but it's very unlikely 
that this will happen ( some say it never will) and any attempt at comedy will probably detract from, rather then 
improve the overall effect. The announcer should also avoid waffling - if they are not enhancing the performance 
then the overall effect is being lessened . 

It is sometimes possible to rely on comedy to cover for a weaker dancing standard, but this is NOT a reason why 
not to raise the quality of your dancing so that the two enhance and complement each other. You can fool some 
of the people some of the time .... 

Take your performances seriously and extend the courtesy to other sides of not buggering up their sets, 
processions . introductions or music. Your own reaction to anyone else doing this to you would not be very 
tolerant. It is also rather bad form to ignore the other performers and chat away in your own little huddle whilst 
someone else is strutting their stuff - a tad elitist and arrogant. Play the game, chaps! 

Any public post-mortem or ritual disembowelling should not be held immediately after a cock-up .. Wait until the 
next practice ( or dark alley - whichever comes first.. ... ) 

At an event know when the next stand is and be ready for it - think ahead. Don't wander off without checking 
for the next spot and don't assume a big side means you are spare - at one event nine dancers dwindled to five 
in a few minutes just before we were due to dance. If you need surgical supports, clothes, ropes, sticks, 
instruments or any other props, please think about it in advance rather than at the "OK lads, year on ... " stage . 

Find out your position in a dance before going into a set but if you do forget , or end up in the wrong starting 
position, remember that even though a traditional "crossing and milling about figure"looks messy, it's not half as 
bad as cocking up the dance by beginning in the wrong place . 

No-one can be criticised for giving their best effort at their current level of ability, but general fitness and stamina 
can always be improved or maintained. Sobriety is down to you being responsible adults and knowing your own 
limits with regard to driving and performing. 'Nuf said. 

In general the fun comes from working as a team to get the buzz from a solid performance . The more we put 
in, the more we get out - and some ofus have fairly demanding egos to massage! The best performances come 
when you feel confident before starting. A good or bad momentum can build up during a set so give yourself 
every chance of success by being ready and prepared beforehand . 

We can be bad about encouraging anyone who wants to develop skills or abilities rather than relying on the status 
quo. If you always wanted to be the first Morris musician playing the electric harpsichord , or the first 
skateboarding Molly, why not give it a go to see if it works? 

Most dances are transformed when performed with style and confidence . It can be enough to move even 
hardened veteran folkies. Anyone can enjoy seeing a tight performance but few will be moved by watching a 
group who do not quite make a complicated dance work. 

Here endeth the burblings - it's now your chance to tell me what a load of rubbish it all is or send me your own 
points under the right of reply rules (- either directly or to Morris Matters for wider consumption .) 

Paul Hurst , 3 Bratt/es Grange Cottages, Tibbs Court Lane, Brenchley, Kent TN12 7AJ 1994 
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More Honoured 1n the Breach than 1n the Observance 
( or, everything you wanted to know about molly dancing but were afraid to ask) 

About four years ago I was ploughing through newspaper archives, amassing abstracts relating to 
Cambridgeshire's Plough Monday and Molly Dance customs, much in the manner of Keith Chandler's work in 
the South Midlands almost ten years ago. It wasn't long before I turned up enough information to rewrite the 
known history of the Whittlesey Straw Bear , which is now published as a booklet by Cambridgeshire 
Libraries Publications. At the end of the launch in December 1991 I was asked to consider writing a similar 
booklet on "Molly Dancing" . I professed that work on the county's Plough Monday custom was already 
underway and was able to proffer the text to the commissioning editor the following June. All was well until 
the Arts Budget for the libraries service was capped with the encroaching financial year. Despite chaser after 
chaser , it became obvious that plans to publish my booklet were frozen indefinitely. This gave me a problem 
as to how to dispose of seven years hard work and publish the work by alternative means. I had no plans to 
lash out £1000 plus in promoting it myself - I still have nearly 300 copies of my Great Wishford booklet 
unsold! This is not intended as a sob story or even cautionary tale, rather to indicate plans for retro
serialising the booklet provisionally entitled "More Honoured in the Breach than in the Observance - the 
Plough Monday customs of Cambridgeshire". 

Part One could be taken to be the "Straw Bear" booklet , although the greater work was commissioned after 
that. The presentation was to comprise case studies of instances of a particular tradition with a 
corresponding perceived revival. This was easy, since there are today four key events on Plough Monday 
relating to aspects of "tradition". 

Part Two was published in time for Plough Monday 1994 and comprised a short history of Plough Monday 
countrywide ( originally the first chapter of the proposed book) together with an analysis of Plough Monday 
in Balsham past and present. The late Russell Wortley was instrumental in encouraging a group of villagers 
to take round the plough between in 1936. The custom was revived again in 1972 (without the CMM at 
first) and remains current today with most of the original 1972 team still there . In fact, it was only this year 
(1995) that its founder, Jim Daniels, was forced to give up after suffering a mild stroke the previous year. 
Most of my research involved using Russell Wortley's archive (with permission) and a chain of letters 
between Jim Daniels and myself in an attempt to biograph its participants before 1936, those in the fifties 
revival and to a lesser extent , those today. The Balsham ploughmen were and are very helpful and Plough 
Monday is part of my annual round . Entitled "Pity the Poor Ploughboy" , the 28-page booklet is testimony to 
how a village community revived its own custom with only partial help from "folkies" and morris dancers. 

When I was researching the history into Little Downham's molly dancers, I attempted to resolve the comment 
in one article on them that "most of the dancers played accordions and formed a band to play at the Silver 
Jubilee " in 193 5. I had already been corresponding with Roger Martin of the Little Downham local history 
society and 3 5 letters followed answering all my questions concerning not only the Molly dancers which were 
last reported as having danced out on Plough Monday 193 7, but also the phenomenon of the Silver Jubilee 
Band, plus the calibre of musicianship of the villagers comparing them to the Blaxhall Ship in its heyday. The 
"revival" concerned is that of the Mepal Molly Men, with whom I had the honour of dancing at this year's 
Whittlesey Straw Bear festival - albeit in "the Boat" in mufti! The Mepal revival began in 1977 and was led by 
Brian Cookman trying to elicit memories from Bert and Alf Shelton, who were the last two surviving dancers 
from the l 930's, "Necessary to keep Up the Day" is the resultant 32-page booklet . 
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I still haven't decided what to do with the rest of the original text. There is a chapter in Old Huntingdonshire's 
Plough Monday which has a possibility for a similar booklet, comparing the tradition of plough witching as 
recalled by Sybil Marshall and others, with the revival in 1978 by the Staploe Hundred morris dancers and St 
Neots folk club in a number of villages in the area. From this derived the present day revival at Fenstanton using 
the same plough on loan from Longsands museum. The revival in 1977 by the Cambridge Morris Men coupled 
with the research conducted by Russell Wortley comprised another chapter formulating how the team was to 
present itself as molly dancers on Plough Monday in Comberton and elsewhere, only to find that in Balsham when 
they danced in the evening, the locals preferred the hankies and bells! 

When I was a member of the Morris Federation Research Group, one suggestion floated was that the 
geographical distribution of ceremonial dance forms last drawn up in 1960 by Chris Cawte, Alex Helm and others 
should be re-examined. Russell Wortley contributed to this, and I was able to couple his research with my own 
to index the county's Plough Monday customs with respect to molly dance, plough witching, mumping and 
mummers plays as a final chapter. I am not too sure who might be interested in such an analysis today, knowing 
that editorial panels of the Folk Music Journal and the like would prefer novelty to an in-depth consideration of 
a forty-five year old article. Offers? Coupled to that, but not included in the original booklet, is an index of all 
known participants involved in molly dance customs and plough witching, There has been some attempt to find 
out more using wills, newspaper obituaries etc - and in some cases have contacted known relatives ( in the style 
of Keith Chandler, who has a lot to answer for!) . 

The original booklet was keyed on a knackered old typewriter before I had acquired any word-processing skills, 
so the concomitant serialisation would have to be re-typed onto disc for whatever purpose . To be fair, the Morris 
Ring did offer me an interest-free loan with which to finance "More Honoured ..... " but loans need to be repaid -
and at the time the manuscript needed copy-typing,(which would have bumped up the price) - then I moved 
house .... Getting into print can be such a messy business I 

Cambridgeshires's Plough Monday is still a fascination to me, and next year will comprise an exercise in logistics 
since I wish to attend Balsham's Plough Monday night revels whilst honouring a commitment to Mepal Molly's 
"coming of age". Ah well, that's the least ofmy problems . My apologies to anyone who by now had expected 
to see the definitive book on Molly Dancing and Plough Monday in print - so did I, and I kept my side of the 
bargain' If any budding author out there is verbally promised a commission, then get a contract in writing first 
rather than rely on "the word of a gentleman" - there are so few about these days! 

George Frampton May 1995 

Copies of "Pity the Poor Ploughboy - Plough Monday in Balsham" and "Necessary to Keep up the Day - Plough Monday and Musical 
Tradition in Little Downham" are available for£ 1.00 and£ 1.20 respectively (plus 30p for p&p) from the author at Melrose , Thom Road, 
Marden, Tonbridge , Kent TN12 9EJ. The Whittlesey booklet is still in print and available from Peterborough Central Library , The 
Broadway, Peterborough , PEI lRX priced £1 .50 (plus p&p) 
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Review or the 20th Marlboro Morns Ale. Vermont. USA. 
26th-29th May, 1995 

Blood, sweat and tears 
The Marlboro Ale is the brainchild of Tony Barrand and has been enlarged and improved over the years from 
the blood, sweat, tears and combined efforts of the Marlboro Morris and Sword . The Marlboro women have 
decided to take next year off while the men take over - who knows what will happen ... 

The Ale takes place on the campus of Marlboro College and tours are organised for both the Saturday and 
Sunday . There are various organised evening events and some fringe events which - like all good ideas - have 
become a part of the Marlboro calendar. Attendance is by invite only and invitations are highly prized. Teams 
are invited for a variety of reasons : not only because of their dancing skills, but for their personality . As this 
was the 20th Ale, and possibly the last Ale organised by the Marlboro women, teams were invited, whom 
they felt had played a significant role during the previous years . They knew this would be a good year . 

Arrivals 
Windsor Morris arrived mid afternoon on Friday and we selected our dormitories . Then off to the campsite to 
see who had arrived . It was my fourth visit to the Ale and I saw many friends acquired through previous visits 
to the Ale and subsequent visits by US teams to the UK. What was particularly nice was to see the 'old' 
Marlboro Men who had formed a team again specifically for the Ale. We also met up with UK friends in the 
guise of Mr Jorrocks. Then onto the Music Shed for 'pick-up' dances. The Friday evening session is informal 
and a time to chat, meet the children and dance. Pick-up dances are when someone says "Six up for ... 11 and 
as many as will do the dance . (A bit like sessions outside the Mason's Arms at Sidmouth used to be) . The 
dances were usually Cotswold and occasionally unique to a team. Those of you who know me will appreciate 
that I danced and danced and danced - until someone from the team suggested a cup of tea and I went back 
to the dorm! Occasionally I stood up for a dance and they decided to do another (e .g. I was expecting 
Lollipop Man, Ducklington and they changed it to a Sherborne dance) ; we found subtle differences had crept 
into the US traditions - no Sherborne shuflle backs ? A Windsor dance was taught at a workshop during our 
last visit (1991) and is now part of the US repertoire - unfortunately , we've changed our version since then 
and had to remember the '91 version. A brilliant evening . 

Valhalla 
Saturday's dancing began with a procession from the Dining Hall to the Music Shed (about half a mile). It 
was a bright, sunny day and a pleasure to see all the dancers in clean, colourful kit enjoying the sunshine and, 
in our case , remembering which faces belonged to which team. Mr Jorrocks declined the procession ( saving 
themselves for later) and we decided to process as Valkyries, with our battle cry of 'Windsor' 'Oy!' (while 
waving spears) . [You see, Newtowne Morris Men, from Boston, have a theme every year for the Ale. Having 
found a kindred spirit in us last time - they built a magnificent Phomehenge and we had a Royal Garden Party 
- this year, via the Internet , Valhalla was envisaged. However, because it was a secret and no other teams 
knew about this , we had not had a chance to talk to Newtowne and I thought that they might be playing a 
huge practical joke ... ] After the procession, each team did a show dance . This was a very nervous time with 
the teams wanting to dance their best. Marlboro women danced a stylish Ilmington, with galleys; Marlboro 
men (the Originals) danced as if they had never stopped; the dancing was outstanding with The Bouwerie 
Bo ys, Muddy River , Ha'penn y, Albermarle, plus numerous others - a list of teams we would queue up to 
watch over here . Kinsessing did a skit involving a wreck of a car and a gum-chewing waitress' And 
Newtowne, accompanied by their screaming Valkyries, dressed as rampant Vikings, sailed in in a Viking 
longboat and danced with shields and spears . What a sight! 
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We then piled into cars and started the tour of Brattleboro and surrounding areas. We visited a 'Farmers' market 
(bumpy grass but fine lemonade); a small theatre (minute square of tarmac surrounded by prickly trees) and finally 
a pub (at 3.30pm). Clive, our drummer was about to sue Marlboro under the Trades Description Act - "call this 
an Ale - where's the beer?". Due to US laws, alcohol is not allowed in public places and the pub/cocktail bar does 
not feature highly in an American Morris tour. The last dance spot was in Elliot Street and was preceded by a 
procession . Each team danced a show dance in front of a huge audience and again, every team put on a 
spectacular performance . The dancing :finished with a massed Bonny Green and we took our tired, hot and sweaty 
bodies back to the campus . 

There is traditionally a Feast on the Saturday night and this was no exception. Several acts followed, including 
a Mummers' Play by Windsor . The displays demonstrated the versatility of the American Morris dancer where 
Cotswold teams danced a sword dance or a step routine. Back to the dorms, late , for another cup of tea! 

Champagne and strawberries 
Sunday's events started a bit later. There was time for the Valkyries to plunder Valhalla and pillage champagne 
and strawberries - I think the Vikings had tried to steal food from other kitchens first and decided their own 
supplies were better . There were a couple of workshops running concurrently -a discussion on mixed Morris and 
a Seven Champs Molly workshop and then back to finish off the strawberries and champagne . 

The tours were in coaches. Ours was a replica of the 1991 tour - a favourite tour of the Marlboro Men. We 
remembered the lack of beer and public conveniences [perhaps the lack of one is because of the lack of the other 
... ?] The first spot was the Marlboro Post Office where the hosts dispensed gooey cakes and lemonade and we 
danced on bumpy gravel. The second spot was in a hamlet with a shop and a field ( chance to picnic and play 
baseball) . We toured with Thames Valley International (over here next year - look out for them); Marlboro 
Morris Men (the Originals) and the Symbol (the team formerly known as the Marlboro Morris Men until the 
original MMM revived) . These two teams kept up a friendly banter throughout and we Brits realised that 
American Morris has its politics too . There was a memorable Longborough Trunkles danced by the Symbol while 
the rest ofus danced the Hokey Cokey around the outside . Great fun! 

A pig and a butcher 
The final dance spot of the day was at the picture book town of Newfane. (Beautiful place but a distinct lack of 
bathrooms!) The audience was huge as the dancing features prominently on the Memorial Weekend calendar and 
the atmosphere was electric. The dancing started with a procession (of course) . All the teams rose to the 
occasion . HalfMoon Sword did a fantastic routine with a pig and a butcher. Newtowne danced Highland Mary 
to the tune of Jamaica Farewell, with a conga going on around the outside . Marlboro Men (the Originals) danced 
with 2 sets, including our Clive, who had learned the dance from Tony Barrand at Sidmouth, last year. The 
dancing ended with a massed Jamaica Farewell. Back to the campus for another Feast ... 

Newtowne had transformed the Dining Hall into a mysterious cave full of dim lights and incense. The Valkyries 
returned and drank mead ( definitely not the real stuff) with their heros . Further wonderful food and entertainment. 
There were a few English country dances and then the drums started and drummed and drummed and drummed 
... Jorrocks' Margarita party was scheduled for 4 .30 am -I'm afraid I was fast asleep by then - but I did see the 
wanderers return. 

Monday was the clean-up day. We elected to clean our dormitories and the kitchens and then we went to a local 
diner to sample yet another taste sensation and wave goodbye to the departing teams. The Ale was over for 
another year but here's to the next 20 years ... Thanks , Marlboro I 

Jill Griffiths July 1995 
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·ro see ourselves as others see us ... · 

Simon Pipe casts a casual eye over recent morris publications 

You can learn the steps and drink the beer and maybe give up shaving and doubtless you'll come to think 
happiness is a dance called Trunkles. And then , a thousand half-gyps later, you get to pondering on Tradition 
and What Is It All About When You Really Get Down To It , and somehow the innocent charm is lost. 
Contented is the dancer who goes to the grave (but not Heaven , presumably) convinced the cry of "Bonny 
Green for as many as will" is a pagan incantation ; others become consumed , able to find peace only by 
writing for morris magazines. 

Need we care what went before? In an article on rapper in America's Country Dance and Song Society , Carl 
Dreher says the concept of tradition doesn't often apply in the States and urges that any part of tradition that 
doesn't belong to the show should be jettisoned. He bemoans, though , the neglect of the old call-on, 
introducing the various characters in the dance , Apparently, Greenbelt Rapper's call-on casts the dancers as 
five upper-class twits and their competent butler: a nice variation on the six-fools-and -a -dancer gag. 

Richard Gregson , writing in the Open Morris journal Dancing On, notes that most"new Morris" dances and 
styles are destined to die with their creators , perhaps because they don't matter as much as the old ones. The 
key difference , he suggests, is that traditional dances have a sense of belonging and come with a clutch of 
historical associations that give them some kind of added worth. He says that weaving a story round the 
dance can earn it a place in the affections of the wider audience (let's face it, who really cared whether the 
Kentish treacle miners prospered or starved , as long as the Seven Champions were keeping the tradition 
alive?) The article goes on to say that giving a New Morris style its own traditions and special associations 
could help it to be regarded as something worth preserving. 

Richard is introduced as squire ofFenstanton Morris and "remembrancer" ofMirkmere Morris. Your skilled 
remembrancer doesn't bother inventing new dances only to have them being dismissed just because they ARE 
new; no , what he wants is an old dance. So he simply sits down and, ... ... well, "remembers" one. A neat 
trick if you can get the hang of it, though I wonder what would happen if you got stuck on the wrong astral 
plane and connected with the spirits of long-dead dolphins or something. Sounds more New Age than New 
Morris to me. 

Sense-of-place is an important part of the Mirkmere Method. The obscure village ofMirkmere-in-the-Fen in 
Cambridgeshire is apparently reached "by a single, hard-to-locate road starting at Mirkstone's Gibbet" Once it 
was the centre of a Rat Goddess cult, we're told. And it has a morris tradition . 

Conveniently , as Richard quite clearly remembrances, it's been mixed-sex for centuries. His message in all 
this? Absorb yourselves in the culture of your own dances , then go out there BELIEVING. 

It could be argued that this is only a slight variation on what the pagan theorists have been doing all along, 
though possibly for not much longer. Evidence debunking the ritual-survival myth continues to appear , but 
those who've believed in the past that hankies were effective against evil spirits need not be entirely 
despondent. I offer instead the Pixie Pitch. This involves claiming that the morris has been passed down to 
us by a pixie. Though it's a feeble line, I admit, it is at least supported by documentary evidence. 
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The Spring '95 issue of English Dance and Song features an article by Madeleine Smith on the work of Elsie J 
Oxenham, pre-war folk dancer and churner-out of schoolgirl fiction, including the Abbey Girls series . The real
life figures in the early dance revival were whimsically restyled in Oxenham's "jolly hocklebacks" novels as if the 
old Folk Dance Society had actually been a fairy court . Thus Maud Karpeles became "the little foot-page /2 while 
Douglas Kennedy 's sister, Helen, as She Who Must Be Obeyed , apparently used to say things like, "you made 
your lines frightfully badly" (Oo-er!). And then there was The Pixie, aka DC Daking, who did much of the 
teaching . Hence the Pixie Pitch . But perhaps there's a better one still: Cecil Sharp himself was the Prophet. 

I found The Abbey Girls In Town to be pretty gushy stuff, but maybe the early revival was like that. Presumably , 
then, just such a culture greeted Lionel Bacon, author of A Handbook of Morris Dances, when he danced his first 
tentative double-steps. Lionel Bacon died recently and The Morris Dancer has paid him warm-hearted tribute. 
Apparently Bacon·s first introduction to the folk scene was at a Cambridge bob-and-tanner dance which he'd 
attended in the hope of meeting girls. There are some who follow the Handbook slavishly and quickly scorn new 
styles , so I was intrigued to learn that when he was dancing with the Whitchurch Morris Men in 
Buckinghamshire, Lionel Bacon devised his own "Whitchurch" tradition . It had a single outing, and was then 
quietly abandoned. This may not be a reflection of its true merit ; Dr Bacon is painted as having been extremely 
modest about his own achievements . 

His Handbook has undoubtedly played a large part in helping the morris to flourish around the world. My latest 
copy of Sphere, the New Zealand morris journal, gives account of the highlight of the dancing year there: the 
week-long annual Tour , to which every dancer in the country is invited . I took part in it in 1993 and I've never 
known a happier gathering .... and I shall never forget the day seventy of us paddled out to sea in a Maori war 
canoe, all in full morris kit. This year's tour was at Christchurch, home of the Wizard, a semi-mystical figure who 
addresses the masses in the Cathedral square atop a small step ladder . I learn from Sphere that after blessing the 
Tour, he's now been declared Bishop of New Zealand Morris Dancers and also, in view of his raucous sexism, 
Champion of New Zealand Women Morris Dancers . 

In her account of the Tour , Ali Paddock writes intriguingly: "I heard from a reliable source that Tradition was 
honoured and a small number of stalwarts braved the swimming pool after midnight one night" That word 
Tradition again. For serious scholars of the subject, I'll hazard a guess that this goes back to the Tour some years 
ago in the volcanic region around Rotorua . Close to the campsite , a sulphurous hot pool was discovered in a 
stream known as Kerosene Creek and here, on several evenings, a number of the company danced naked midnight 
reels in the shallows . 

Wizards? Naked midnight cavorting? The realists may be stripping the morris of its old pagan overtones , but 
in New Zealand , they're doing their best to give it some new ones . 

+ + + + 

Other snippets culled from the literature ... 

Why have only one musician when a full orchestra will do? The question is prompted by the Holly Tree 
Morris Dancers of Victoria, British Colombia, who evidently have louder ideas than most of us . In a slightly
old American Morris Newsletter , they announce "Morris Time - a new work doe morris dancers and 
symphony orchestra ", composed apparently by their chief musician, Austin A Scott, and apparently much 
appreciated . A short overture preludes the entry of the dancers and a medley of traditional tunes. Tapes and 
scores can be borrowed free (deposit required) from 3945 Shorncliff Road North, Victoria, BC, Canada V80 
2TS . Don't worry if your team's band ain't exactly the Boston Pops; there's a chamber version for flutes, 
strings and harpsichord or piano . 
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+ + + + 

Harpsichord, you say? How did we ever get by without one? And if you're wondering what they'll think of 
next , Sphere magazine reports that the ubiquitous box has also been squeezed out (well ...... ) in Australia. At 
the National Folk Festival in Canberra, one Andy Smith played for morris on his didgeridoo. A blow for 
tradition? 

+ + + + 

There's a proposal in America's Country Dance and Song Society News for a gathering of around 200 sides 
from throughout the US and beyond, to celebrate Memorial Day in 1999. Possibilities include a massed stand 
in a 10,000 seat arena . Fax 413 549 4368 in the US if it appeals . Too bad I have to mow the lawn that 
weekend . 

+ + + + 

STOP PRESS! More from the Land of the Long White Cloud on the Wizard of Christchurch becoming 
Bishop of New Zealand morris . Simply by virtue of there being a flock at all, there is schism in it. Errol 
Dawson of Auckland, self styled Anti-Wizard and denouncer of this 'frocked fake' cries loudly that in 
centuries past, Christian leaders suppressed the morris and its like, "so what do we need a bloody bishop 
for?" Title revoked . 

+ + + + 

Also, exciting news for anyone contemplating joining the Kiwi Tour in January '96. The Morris Gentlemen in 
Wellington announce that the programme may include an optional visit to a nudist beach . Let's hope they keep 
their bells on. This of course , is a cue for cheap and smutty suggestions for any dancing that might take place. 
I'd advise against Leapfrog , except discreetly behind the sand dunes, and announcing either Swaggering Boney 
or The Lollipop Man might be misconstrued . Bobbing Around, certainly - and lots of it - but Ladies Pleasure ? 
Having seen the Gentlemen in question, I fear it'd be None So Pretty. 

And any chap who stands up in the buff and shouts 'Shave the Donkey' is asking for trouble . 

Simon Pipe July 1995 
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earland Dances 

Garland dances are widespread in Europe but not very common outside of Austria . They exist in many forms 
but the oldest are assessed to be those which appear to have once been sword dances and in which, due to 
local laws , the garland replaced the swords . The "sword" was the stock-in-trade of blacksmiths which could 
be worked into most implements, tool edges and, when conditions warranted it, into swords . The ban led to 
the use of foliage covered hoops , cooper's barrel hoops and even ropes between dancers . To be impressive 
the numbers of dancers can be rather large and the dances rather interminable in length . 

In most places the garlands are an inverted U shape and can be exploited as a frame for the head and top of 
the body. Some German and Basque garlands are the size of garden archways with soikes on the bottom 
ends which can be struck into the ground to allow the dancers greater freedom for stepping. In Austria many 

are rigid and small, of "A" frame or "t:," triangular shape, as well as complete circles . The latter is appearing in 
the West Country . The earliest English reference available to me was in a ballet. Earlier references to 
garlands are to a different type of object that is not a dance implement but something that is carried to 
accompany a party of dancers or singers, who are perhaps "bringing in the May" . These are close in concept 
to the heavily flowered garlands in a stave pole, such as are used in Tutti Day at Hungerford and also as was 
used by some Friendly Societies instead of stave heads . Garlands can also mean slack streamers or decorated 
ribbons, like skipping ropes or even interior decorators swags . 

By the mid-nineteenth century garland dances were appearing as part of the stock in trade of the dace display 
choreographer along with plaited ribbon maypole dances and theatrical morris and might be seen on the stage, 
in at leat one classical ballet, at the pleasure gardens and at revels. The Britannia Bacup and the original 
Whitworth dances probably date from the middle of Queen Victoria's reign, but most surviving English 
dances seem to be late Victorian or Edwardian period compositions . A particularly well known one is the 
"Victory" dance from Knutsford which was danced with a slack garland , like a flower decorated skipping 
rope, now preserved in performance by Poynton Jemmers . 

Garland dances are still part of the repertoire of children's dancing schools and a waltz garland was performed 
at Knutsford May Day in 1982. This dance was done with small rigid framed garlands which allowed quick 
and easy change from linked to stand-alone formations . Apparently a U-garland dance was circulated 
amongst Girl Guide troupes after WWI and parties went out collecting along with 
a maypole. Simple dances suitable for such activities were being published ( 1) in 
the first decade of this century , as part of a general urge to exploit pseudo
historical material contemporaneou s with the Esperance Club and Sharp, and 
these sources need more exploration . This was in a period of "sharing" dances 
and games from many cultures and the actual source is unknown. There is a 
photograph of schoolgirls with U-garlands and a team with a plaited ribbon type 
of maypole at Alton at the end of the nineteenth century (2) . 

The only English garland dance to include linked movements that has surfaced so 
far is the "Rose" recorded from a college team from the Sunderland area at an 
inter-college folk event in the early 1960's , apparently created and taught to the 
leaders when at school a few years before by an ex-longsword dancer from the 
Cleveland area north of Whitby who did not believe in women doing the trad itional men's dances . Originally 
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intended to be danced by twelve or more , it now is often done with eight with loss of scale - and even by six. 
English Miscellany of Open Morris used a character carrying a separate object such as a bouquet who passed 
through the figures at appropriate moments to fill out the tune. Although it was done at the fast longsword walk, 
the dance has been developed in both rapper-like running and slow polka-stepping versions to suit different club 
requirements . There are similar linked dances in Spain,. Flanders and Provence . 

English dances seem to include bows , made from the waist but keeping the head up, as at Bacup , Blennerhasset 
and in the Mayers "Maze" dance at Lancaster . Garland dances have not attracted fancy stepping sequences , 
although one like a Three Hand Reel was composed for Minden Rose . Within a club's repertoire, there is always 
a need for a variety of rhythms and speeds from waltzes to polkas and it is not unusual for a team to change the 
collected or acquired material for the sake of the balance in their shows. 

A good garland dance uses the garland as part of the dance, rather than having the garland just to look pretty. 
They can be waved from side to side, laid on top of each other . or even used to catch other dancers . However, 
garlands have been added to existing dances such as the reconstruction of Mrs Hepple's dance. There are now 
in circulation a number of composed dances , ranging from the four-handed Sweet Garland dance, seen danced 
by Wessex Woods, the five-handed dance by Plymouth Maids, the Six-handed Tina's dance by England's Glory, 
up to the Wain for fourteen . This is one of very few dances with one garland shared by each pair of dancers It 
is now a much longer dance than when first seen at Sidmouth danced by a visiting Flemish team as English clubs 
have added several good figures. Several garland dances have been composed for use in Australia, New Zealand 
and in the USA I have seen there good garland adaptations of Playford dances such as Newcastle and a comic 
version of Hey Boys Up We Go. 

Garlands can be made of a variety of materials - plastic domestic water pipe is just about the right diameter and 
flexibility and was first suggested by Tony Barrand of Boston University ,. USA Some teams have used Hula 
Hoops, but cane is desirable if the garlands are to be clashed, or even wood steamed to a permanent shape. A 
set of garlands in basket wickerwork has been seen. Decoration is very much a matter of the team's personal 
taste . Weight seems to be an important criterion , specially if someone has to carry eight or twelve of them 
around. 

RoyDommett 

l . G T Kimmons 

2. 

The Guild of Play - Book ofFesti val and Dance Part 1 
J Curwen, London, 3rd edition, 1907 

Local School brochur e, seen by courtesy of T Munday 

© 1994 

Roy has offered this commentary in the hope of getting feedback from other readers . Does anyone have any new 
information on the topic? If so, do contact him. 
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Letters 

With reference to Paul Hurst's article in the last issue of Morris Matters on Zen and the Art of being a Display Dance 
Muso... Having been a Melodeon Player for Plymouth Morris Men for some years, I have been considering adding another 
string to my bow. I had considered an Anglo concertina, but a suitable instrument is out of my financial reach, being disabled 
and unemployed; therefore, I have decided to acquire a pipe and tabor, for the second time during the last fifteen years. On 
the previous occasion I had a 3 hole 'D' pipe (by Generation) and a small tambourine, but due to its small size and light weight 
it flapped in the breeze every time I tapped it with my drumstick. As for giving it a decent whack on the beat, it hopped about 
like a puppet with its' strings crossed, so it was impossible to keep a beat for dancing to. Added to this I had to teach myself 
to play, \\~th the aid of an 8-page leaflet by Russell Wortley (via E.F.D.S.S). Consequently, the members of the Morris side 
with whom I was at that time dancing complained that it wasn't possible to dance to my tunes, so I gave up. 

Since then I have come across two other perfectly adequate musicians, who have also been obliged to quit playing 
pipe and tabor, simply because they had no-one to turn to for help, advice, guidance, tuition etc. This brings me to the point 
of this letter - how about a workshop for prospective pipe and tabor players? Names I can think of include Bert Cleaver, Mike 
Garland, Mike Oxenham and Mary Jo Searle. (Editor's note - it just so happens that a workshop/get-together for pipe and 
tabor players is being planned for later this year ... see advert!). At Sidmouth in 1994 I came across Hexham Border Morris 
who were running the Border workshop and were using the Pipe and tabor during practice sessions. I was very impressed 
with how easy it was to dance to the beat of the tabor, on its own and accompanied by the pipe. It was the final proof (as if 
I needed it) that accordions have no place in any of the forms of Morris Dance (I've tried to dance to too many, since I started 
dancing in 1978). 

On the subject of accordions in Morris, at the 1994 Wadebridge Festival there was a team (Plymouth Maids) v,,;ho 
had 5 string banjo, melodeon, guitar and accordion. The melodeon was one of the diminutive 'Castagnasties' , which are too 
quiet to be of any real use, the guitarist had a steel strung 'thrash-box' with three chords, the banjo flailed away as only banjos 
can, and the accordion swamped everyone with excessive left hand technique. The result? The dancing was a mess as they 
had no beat to dance to and the tunes were all those we've heard two million times before .. boring! And they wonder why they 
can never find an audience or keep dancers - sad really as apart from that they have a lot going for them, having a virtual 
monopoly in that part of the world (Devon & Cornwall). The only real competition in the area is from Plymouth Morris men, 
who, having been through a bad patch from 1988 to 1993 have bounced back in this, their thirtieth year and who maintain 
a high profile, having established a reputation for having a good time and being very entertaining as a result, whether dancing 
out, at a private function or having a session 'apres-ski', so to speak. Catch them sometime. 

Further observations - if perchance you saw Plymouth Morris Men at the Ritual Dance competition at Sidmouth in 
1993, they suddenly found themselves without any musicians due to a set of extreme circumstances. They were able to find 
a musician (\\~th accordion) who could read music, however, having overcome that small problem, they then discovered that 
the stage was too small and cramped to be able to dance the dances in their usual flamboyant style. These dances were 
intended to make the most of only four men in a large space and you can't dance well if you are in danger of falling off the 
edge of a stage. Ritual Competition organisers, please note! I gather they were placed 13 out of 15 entries, a fact they were 
more than somewhat cheesed off about. Such is life. 

Russ Betts 
Musician currently with Sarum Morris, having joined them from Plymouth Morris Men. 

Editor's note - what do other people feel about his comments on (a) accordions and (b) dance competitions - haven't we been 
reading and saying a lot about performance preparation? Did the team have a look at the stage before the competition?! 
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Pipe and Tabor Workshop 

Milton Keynes, 11 November 1995 

In the opinion of many who have had the privelege of dancing to a good Ta borer, the 

Pipe and Tabor is the best possible 'instrument' for Cotswold Morris. However, 

Taborers are all too rare, and as such, do not often get a chance to meet and swap 

ideas, techniques and experiences. To improve this situation, the Morris Federation 

is organising a one day Pipe and Tabor workshop, in Milton Keynes, on 11 November 

1995, hosted by Stony Stratford Morris. 

Although the workshop will be open to all, I suspect that few people will be prepared 

to spend a whole day trying out an instrument, so the event is aimed at those with 

at least some experience. farts of the day will be led by an expert and parts will be 

less formal, with a chance to play together. 

If this sounds interesting, please send a stamped, addressed envelope to the 

Federation Events Officer, Steve Cunio, for a booking form and more information . 

Steve Cunio, 21 Cavendish Court, Hermes Place, 

llchester, Yeovil, Somerset BA22 8JU. 

Telephone (01935) 841241 
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